Abstract-In order to ensure the accuracy of decision-making, need to be integrated the inevitable uncertainty information and fuzzy information into their decision-making process. In view of this, this paper proposed a Cloud TOPSIS method with the decision matrix contained the uncertainty and fuzziness information on the basis of the cloud drops and cloud drops distribution. In order to mine the data deeply, it converted the interval number model to the cloud model by establishing correspondence between the cloud drops and the endpoints. Next, the novel and key technique of the Cloud TOPSIS method including normalized the cloud decision matrix, compared the size of two cloud variables and calculated the distance measure. Finally, a numerical example is given, and the result was compared with the interval TOPSIS method result, demonstrating the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed Cloud TOPSIS method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Within the multiple criteria decision making (MCDM), many realistic situations such as the complexity of real world, time pressure, lack of knowledge or data about the problem domain and information or the decision makers (DMs) have limited attention and information processing capacities, make it less and less possible for DMs to give exact estimations of single value, but interval values. Indeed, the interval numbers are the suitable, convenient and simple method of operation expression. DMs only provide two numbers to express the decision parameters, and it has been utilized for most investigation already. But there are some shortcomings, such as using interval numbers only mined the two endpoints of the data value, other most numerical information among the interval being ignored. What's more, the ignored information will affect the final decision deeply.
The Cloud model [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] defined by Li et al. is a cognitive model that mainly reflects the uncertainties of things in the universe and the concepts in human knowledge. The uncertainties mentioned above mainly include the fuzziness, randomness, and the association between them. Thus far, the normal Cloud model based on normal distribution and Gaussian MF is the most applicable one. It has been successfully applied to many fields, such as data mining [5, 8] , uncertainty reasoning [4, 9] ; time series prediction [10, 11] . However, the various theories mentioned above are directly utilized the cloud model as a data processing model for the problem.
TOPSIS method was initially proposed by Hwang and Yoon(1981) [13, 14] , The basic idea of the TOPSIS method is that the chosen alternative should have the shortest distance from the positive ideal solution (PIS) and the farthest distance from the negative ideal solution (NIS). As various types of uncertainties and imprecision often exist, the information of alternatives are vague, imprecise and uncertain by nature, a variety of more in-depth-study of a new approach emerged, such as those reported in Lai et al. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . To improve the data-accuracy of the method become the new darling of researchers. As mentioned, in this paper we put forward an approach about extended TOPSIS, called the Cloud TOPSIS Method (C-TOPSIS). It is based on the concepts of the Cloud model and the general framework of TOPSIS method, modified the extent of data mining and more closer to the real mean what the DMs want to express.
II. REVIEW OF CLOUD MODEL AND OPERATION
In this section, we give some brief background information, such as the normal cloud model [7] , the approach about comparing the size of two cloud-variables and the approach about calculating the distance measure of cloud. Those definitions will be employed in the C-TOPSIS Method below.
Definition 1 [2, 3] (Clouds and Clouds droplet) Suppose U is a quantitative domain with numerical expression; C is the concept of characterization on U , if the value of ∈ x U is a random realization of C , the certainty of x to C that is ( ) [0, 1] µ ∈ x will be a random number with stable tendency: :
x , and the distribution of x on domain U is known as clouds, written as clouds ( ) C X . Each of x is known as a clouds droplet [1] . If the domain corresponding to concept is the ndimensional space, it can be extended to n-dimensional clouds. In theory, there are several forms of cloud model, but the normal cloud model is commonly used in practice. Definition 2 [6] 
Then we call the distribution of x on the domain U is the one-dimension normal cloud.
The Cloud model can describe the overall quantitative property of a concept by three numerical characteristics, namely, Ex, En, and He. Ex is the mathematical expectation of the Cloud drops belonging to a concept in the universe. It is the most representative and typical sample of the qualitative concept. En represents the uncertainty measurement of a qualitative concept. It is determined by both the randomness and the fuzziness of the concept. On the one hand, as the measurement of randomness, En reflects the dispersing extent of the Cloud drops, which is similar to the standard deviation of a random variable. On the other hand, as the measurement of fuzziness, it represents the scope of the universe that can be accepted by the concept. He is the uncertainty degree of En, also seen as the entropy of entropy. He reflects the dispersion of the Cloud drops. The larger the He is, the larger its dispersion is, the larger the randomness of degree of membership is, and the larger the thickness of the Cloud is.
The one-dimension normal Cloud is the most basic tool to express the language value [12] , and can be generated by the Cloud's digital character ( , , ) Ex En He . The mathematic expectation curve (MEC) of one-dimension normal Cloud to a linguistic concept is:
Definition 3 [16] (The Operation Rules of Cloud) Given any two clouds 1 C and 2 C , their digital characters are C Ex En He , respectively, then their arithmetic operations are defined as follows:
(1) The digital characters of C and j C is defined as:
Ex Ex En En Ex Ex En En He He
It is easy to proof the distance has the following properties:
III. CLOUD TOPSIS METHODOLOGY
Suppose a MCDM problem has m alternatives, and n decision criteria/attributes, 1 ... n C C . Every alternative is evaluated with respect to the n criteria /attributes. Every alternatives for each criterion is given a values/ratings expressed by interval values and form a decision matrix denoted by ( 1, 2, ; 1, 2, ) . In the process of solving practical problems, the degree of emphasis on different criteria may be different, therefore need to set the corresponding weight ( )
. Based on the idea of TOPSIS method, this investigation present a Cloud TOPSIS Method Step 2. The different criterions value exist different dimensions and different value properties. In order to eliminate this adverse impact need to do data normalization processing. Through normalization, the element-variables of cloud model are between 0 to 1, and retain varieties of properties and relation of the original data.
When the cloud variable of the decision matrix is the benefit attributes, normalized by: 
And when the cloud variable of the decision matrix is the cost attributes, normalized by: 
. (6) Step 3 
. . . . Step 4. Calculate the distance from each value of cloud decision matrix to the PIS and NIS which are from each criteria/attributes, using the following method:
. (9) . . . . (12) j w represents the weight of the impact on decision about it criteria/attributes.
Step 6. Calculate the relative closeness to the ideal solution and rank the alternatives. The relative closeness of the alternative i S can be expressed as:
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE AND DISCUSSIONS In this section, we apply an example which adapted from [16] to illustrate our foregoing proposed method's outstanding effectiveness.
A. Select Management Example Apply the Proposed Method
An enterprise need select an outstanding management personnel from five candidates, in terms of the uniform rules to convert four evaluation criteria of them to the interval number expressed decision maker's subjective judgment. Assuming  that  five  candidates  expressed  by 1   2  3  4  5 ( , , , , ) x x x x x and the four evaluation criteria as: Criteria 1 is work attitude and work style; Criteria 2 is cultural level and knowledge structure; Criteria 3 is leadership; Criteria 4 is develop the ability and innovative spirit. Therefore, there is an interval-valued 5×4 decision matrix presented as follow: [3, 7] 
Step 3. Determine the positive ideal solution and the negative ideal solution of the cloud-model TPOSIS according to the eq. (7) and eq. (8) above, and the results are shown:
Step 4. Calculate the distance from each value of cloud decision matrix to the PIS which are from each criteria/attributes by eq. (9) . The calculation results are as shown in Table 1 : Calculate the PIS of every alternative under every criteria/attributes according to eq.(11) in the Step 5. We assume that Criteria 1 and Criteria 4's weights each of three tenths of overall judgment, and other two criteria distribute the remaining weights on average. Should be emphasized that the sum of all weights must be one, such as . Specific results are as follows: Step 5. Calculate the distance from each value of cloud decision matrix to the NIS which are from each criteria/attributes by eq.(10). The calculation results are as shown in Table 2:   TABLE 2. SOLVING INDIVIDUAL DISTANCE TO THE NEGATIVE Calculate the NIS of every alternative under every criteria/attributes according to eq.(12) in the Step 5. We assume that Criteria 1 and Criteria 4's weights each of three tenths of overall judgment, and other two criteria distribute the remaining weights on average. Should be emphasized that the sum of all weights must be one, such as . Specific results are as follows: Step 6. Calculate the relative closeness to the ideal solution as follow: In this case, the rank of the alternatives in descending order is 5 S
S .
B. Comparison Analysis
Through the above example we get the result is same as using the interval TOPSIS method. But the extent of precision using the Cloud TOPSIS Method is more highly than using interval data directly. Then we list the relative closeness by two different methods, the Cloud TOPSIS method (C-TOPSIS) and the internal TOPSIS method (I-TOPSIS) as shown in Table 3 : Due to the fact that, obviously, using interval TOPSIS method occurred the same relative closeness from two candidates led to cannot choose the better from them. Because of interval number only mined the two endpoints of the data value, other most numerical information among the interval being ignored and the ignored information is the key to differ from both two candidates. The Cloud TOPSIS Method can elicit more valuable information of intervals and avoid occurring this problem. Therefore it is more effective and reasonable.
It demonstrate that the method put forward above is more fully mining the implicit data information to make the results more accurate closer to the real situation. Meanwhile the numerical example is also provided to illustrate the Cloud TOPSIS Method is suitable for solving MCDM problems with uncertainty information. The results have showed that using C-TOPSIS Method to measure the weight value of every alternative is an encouraging and robust method for solving the MCDM problems with uncertainty information.
V. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, focus in the MCDM problems express by interval number, we propose a new Cloud TOPSIS methods to solve. Because the cloud model get the utmost out of the information of data rather than the interval number only mined the two endpoints value, In this case, it will better to adapt the uncertainty environment including fuzziness and randomness, and more accurately reflect the true idea of DMs. For TOPSIS algorithm, the biggest advantage is to find the optimal solution by stepwise approach the positive ideal solution and far away from the negative ideal solution, can obtain an acceptable compromise solution to decisionmakers, called satisfactory solution. Therefore, we provide the Cloud TOPSIS method to make the information dug deeper and expressed more accurate as well as to get the satisfactory solution closer the real situation. As we structure the C-TOPSIS method, we give the approach to modify the interval numbers to the cloud model variables, to normalize the cloud model variables, to compare the size of two cloud variables and to calculate the distance measure. Through the numerical example, it illustrates that the C-TOPSIS Method has the higher accuracy and data mining of information than interval model expressed. The results have showed that using C-TOPSIS Method to solve the MCDM problems with uncertainty information is an encouraging and robust method.
